Online social networks have become an imperative channel for extremely fast information propagation and influence. Thus, the problem of finding a minimum number of seed users who can eventually influence as many users in the network as possible has become one of the central research topics recently. Unfortunately, most of related works have only focused on the network topologies and largely ignored many other important factors such as the users' engagements and the negative or positive impacts between users. More challengingly, the behavior of information propagation across multiple networks simultaneously remains an untrodden area and becomes an urgent need. Our work is the first attempt to tackle the above problem in multiple networks, considering these lacking important factors. In order to capture the users' engagement, we propose to targeting the set of interest-matching users whose interests are similar to what we try to propagate. Then, we develop our Iterative Semi-Supervising Learning based approach to identify the minimum seed users. We validate the effectiveness of our solution by using real-world Twitter-Foursquare networks and academic collaboration multiple networks.
INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of Online Social Networks (OSNs), such as Facebook, Twitters, and LinkedIn, has made them become one of the most important channels for fast inforPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. CIKM '12 mation propagation and influence. Many efficient solutions have been introduced in the literature for the information propagation problem, focusing on finding the smallest set of selected seed users with the biggest influence. However, these solutions heavily depend on the network topologies and ignore the crucial factors as discussed next.
First of all, the above studies assume that a person is influenced, i.e., adopts a product, if many of his friends believe in the product, thus he will continue influencing others. However, consider an advertisement of a sport video game to a person who has absolutely no interest in it, that is, he has no engagement into the advertisement and will not propagate it further. Thus, one of the key factors for an effective propagation is to targeting the interest-matching users, whose interests are similar to what we try to propagate. Secondly, the existing works also ignore the negative and positive impacts between users. One word from a very trusted friend is worth more than thousand words from others. The challenges of studying information propagation not only include the above lacking factors but also advance to a higher level of difficulty when information can be propagated across several networks simultaneously. Due to this feature, a user can post his message in multiple OSNs simultaneously and influence many friends on both networks at the same time. Unfortunately, the behavior of this type of information propagation still remains unexplored.
In this paper, we investigate the information propagation problem in multiple networks regarding the above mentioned lacking factors, called Minimum Seed multi-Information Propagation (MSIP), which seeks for the minimum number of seed users who can spread the information to as many as interest-matching users in multiple OSNs. This is the first attempt to study the information propagation problem in multiple networks considering other important properties: interest-matching users, user negative/positive relations, and message timeliness. We propose a graph-based model to couple the multiple networks together while still carry those properties intact. As one of the first work addressing the interest-matching users, we provide a semi-supervised learning based prediction approach which can predict a large amount of users' interests based on a very limited available information. After the prediction of interest-matching users, we propose two solutions based on a novel idea of iterative semi-supervised learning to the MSIP problem and its variants. The performance of our approaches is evaluated on two datasets, Twitter-Foursquare and academic collaboration multiple networks, in which we use online APIs to crawl their topologies and users' interests.
Organization: Section 2 presents the network model, propagation model, and problem definitions. The solution to the MSIP problem are proposed in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe the datasets and evaluate the performance of our proposed approach on them.
Related Works: The k-top nodes problem in social networks was first studied by Domingos et al. [6] . Afterwards, many researches sprung up to either maximize the influence or minimize the seed nodes to propagate information with respect to social network topologies [9, 13, 15] . A lot of works are proposed afterwards to focus on the variations of this problems and the improved approaches [4, 5, 10, 13] . Taking the social relationships into account, Tang et al. [16] showed its impact on information propagation problem.
PRELIMINARIES
Social Network Model: Consider k multiple OSNs. Each network consists of users and their relations -links formed by people indicating their friendships. All links are weighted, which reflect the degree of user relations. The weight can be either positive or negative to express the degree of their agreements and disagreements. A user is referred to as a crossing user if he appears in more than one network and all other users are called non-crossing users. In addition, each user has a set of interest tags such as sports and music. As mentioned earlier, most users do not have their interest tags available online due to their concerns about privacy and security. Also, each propagation message is assigned some interest tags based on its content. Note that the interest tag of a message can be obtained using the unsupervised learning technique [8] based on its content. In this paper, we formulate the k multiple social networks as k weighted directed graphs Linear Threshold Propagation Model:
The linear threshold propagation (LTP) model [9] intuitively represents the latent tendencies of users to be influenced. In this widely-accepted propagation model, apart from the seed users who start to spread the information, a user is called influenced if he obtains the information from more than some threshold of his friends with the same opinions as his. Starting with an initial set of active nodes (seed users) A 0, the dynamics of information propagation unfold round by round as follows. The propagation process is deterministically in discrete rounds: in round t, all nodes that were active in round t − 1 remain active, and we activate any node u for which the total weight of its active neighbors is at least θ u fraction of all its neighbors, i.e., j∈N i (u)∩Ψ
is the set of influenced users after t − 1 rounds in network Gi, and the threshold θu ∈ [0, 1]. Using this LTP model, we note that the different opinions and foes will slow down the information propagation. The process goes on for a maximum number of d rounds and a vertex once becomes active will remain active until the end.
Problem Definition and Notations: To study the information propagation in multiple social networks, considering the user interests, their relations, and message timeliness, we formulate the following new problem, Minimum Seed multi-Information Propagation (MSIP). Solving the above problem requires us to address the following two main challenges: (1) How to predict the interestmatching users, who are interested in the message? (2) What role do the crossing users play in spreading information across multiple networks?
Problem 1 (MSIP). Given k multiple social networks
We introduce some notations which will be used in the rest of paper. During the diffusion of a message m, Table 1 lists the appearance vectors associated with each user u and the label vectors associated with each network G i. For simplicity, we concatenate these label vectors in Table 1 for all k networks and further define y (t) (= ((y
, y, , π and ı of dimension N × 1 and N = i ni as the corresponding label vectors for the multiple networks. In addition, the threshold vector for all networks is also de-
T where Θi is composed of the threshold θu of each user u in network Gi.
TSNL APPROACH
Our proposed Total Seed Nodes Learning (TSNL) approach to the MSIP problem consists of three main steps to tackle the challenges mentioned above:
(1) Network Coupling is to construct a new network G T based on the k multiple networks, in which the impacts of crossing users can be correctly presented.
(2) Interest-matching Users Prediction with respect to message m can be realized by minimizing the penalty function P T on GT regarding incorrect predictions on the above coupled network. In order to take advantage of the interestavailable users in the prediction, we design the penalty function P T based on the idea of graph-based Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL), which follows from the regularization framework. Thus, P T is composed of two items: on one hand, the predicted interest-matching users should be close to the interest-available users; on the other hand, the penalties of wrong predictions should be minimized. These two items are referred to as loss function and regularizer respectively.
(3) Seed Users Identification is based on a novel idea, Iterative Semi-Supervised Learning (ISSL), which imposes the predicted interest-matching users to be influenced in the end. The idea is to minimize the cost function composed of three items: iteration function, loss function, and regularizer (instead of using traditional two items). Specifically, the purposes of these three items are as follows: the loss function forces the influenced users close to the interest-matching users after d rounds; the regularizer aims to minimize the number of seed users; the iteration function guarantees that the identified seed users in previous iterations will not be replaced by other users. Starting from the empty set, the seed users can be iteratively identified by solving the cost function using the ISSL approach.
Networks Coupling: Intuitively, the goal of coupling multiple networks together is to reinforce the effects of crossing users. As an example illustrated in Fig. 1(b) , the idea is as follows: in the coupled network, we merge each crossing node in all networks into one node. The new neigh- bors of each crossing node, both incoming and outgoing, include its neighbors in all the k networks. If a link (between two crossing nodes) appears on more than one network, its weight in the coupled network is the sum of all its weights on these networks. We denote the coupled network as G T = (VT , ET , WT ), in which each crossing node appears only once in GT . In addition, WT represents two types of weights: node weight W u and link weight Wuv. Accordingly, the label vectors , π and ı are mapped to ϕ , π ϕ and ı ϕ on GT respectively.
Interest-matching Users Prediction:
In order to predict interest-matching users, we design a penalty function P T on a constructed bipartite graph ΓT based on the coupled graph GT . The incorrect predictions are brought to its knees by minimizing this penalty function PT , which contains the penalties of incorrect predictions with respect to both hub users and follower users. Thus, the following bipartite graph is constructed in the first place to differentiate hub users and follower users.
Bipartite Graph Γ T : Since our purpose is to differentiate hub users and follower users, we construct a bipartite graph Γ T = (HT , FT ; LT ) on the coupled network GT , where HT and LT denote the set of hub users and follower users respectively. Roughly speaking, hub users are followed by users having the relevant interests and follower users are those following at least one hub user. The mutual relationship between hub and follower users is: a good hub user is followed by many good followers and a good follower follows many good hubs. As shown in Fig 1(c) , we use a simple method [12] by selecting the follower users to be the users following at least one user and the hub nodes as the users having at least one follower. That is, by defining d Penalty Function P T : Recall that we aim to both impose prediction matching the interest available users and minimize the incorrect predictions for other users. Borrowing the idea of semi-supervised learning, we define a penalty function P T as PT = ΩP π ϕ − ϕ 2 + P with some large constant ΩP . The first item ΩP π ϕ − ϕ 2 , the loss function, forces the interest-matching users close to the interestavailable users; The second item P , the regularizer, casts the penalties of the incorrect predictions. Clearly, after minimizing P T , a user is more interested in Im if its entry of the interest-prediction label vector π ϕ is closer to 1 (less interested if closer to -1) according to the definition of the interest-available label vector ϕ . In terms of the regularizer P , its formulation takes into account both follower user penalties P f and hub user penalties P h on the above bipartite graph ΓT , i.e., P = λP f + (1 − λ)P h , where some experience value as normalized parameter λ ∈ (0, 1), which will be evaluated in the experiment.
The idea of follower user penalty P f is to consider the sum of penalties for all pairs of follower users. For each pair of followers, the penalty between them is further measured by the sum of their similarity penalties with respect to each hub user. Particularly, given a hub user, the similarity penalty can be measured using the weights of links from the follower users to him. Therefore, the hub user penalty P h is P f = The underlying intuition is that the two follower users are more likely to have the same interest if they closely follow some hub users; (3) when neither u nor v has the same interest as h's, there is no penalty for any classification of u and v due to the difficulty to measure the penalty in this case.
Since the link weights represent the degree of user relations and the consistence of their opinions, we use W uh W vh on the coupled graph GT as the interest similarity of u and v to h. Thus, the penalty p h uv can be written as
where χ h uv is an indicator parameter representing the three cases mentioned above as
Consider the various interests of hub user h. We normalize the interest similarity by its relations to all hubs, i.e., Seed Users Identification: According to the interestprediction label vector π ϕ * (obtained by minimizing PT ), in order to propagate the information to as many as interestmatching users, we first determine the interest-matching users by selecting the first largest β|V T | users in π ϕ * and setting their entries in ı ϕ to be 1. Then, we propose a novel Iterative Semi-Supervised Learning (ISSL) approach finding the minimum number of seed users iteratively to influence these interest-matching users to the greatest extent. As introduced at the beginning of this section, the seed users can be identified by minimizing the cost function C T which consists of three items: (1) The loss function ΩI ı − y ) with respect to the weight vector w, the objective function can be simplified to be Linear Programming (LP) formulation after relaxing all elements in y t to [−1, 1], along with the four constraints.
where the three items in CT correspond to loss function, iteration function and regularizer respectively, and e = (1, . . . , 1)
T is a uniform vector, μ and ΩI are some large constants (we will further evaluate in the experiment). The CT in the above LP is derived from the fact that ı 2 = y 2 = y (d) 2 = y * 2 = N (can be omitted) since all elements in these vectors are either 1 or -1. The first constraint ensures that the user is labeled as influenced in round t iff there are at least θ u fraction of the total link weights of u's neighbors at t−1. The second one imposes that a node keeps its status in the following rounds once it is influenced. The third one guarantees that at least β fraction of users are influenced after d rounds. The last constraint is to make sure that a crossing user is influenced if he has been influenced in at least one network.
Based on this LP formulation, we identify the seed users as follows: Starting with an empty set, the seed users can be identified iteratively by minimizing the cost function C T in each iteration until the solution is feasible; that is, at least β fraction of users can be influenced after d rounds. Moreover, in each iteration, let y s be the solution of the LP (1), we first set the previous identified seed users to be 1 in ys and identify all positive elements in ys to be the corresponding new seed users. If ys is the same as the previous y * , we pick the largest non-one element in ys to identify it as a new seed user by rounding the corresponding element in ys to 1 and in the meanwhile round all other elements to -1. 
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we first describe the two real-world network datasets, Twitter-Foursquare Multiple Networks and Academic Collaboration Multiple Networks, and our crawling approaches. Then the effectiveness of both interestmatching predictions and seed identifications are evaluated on these two datasets for our proposed TSNL approach.
Dataset Description: Twitter-Foursquare Multiple Networks (TFMN) is composed of two popular social networks, Twitter and Foursquare, in which the crossing users are those who connect their Twitter and Foursquare accounts. To obtain the Twitter network, we apply the unbiased sampling approach [7] to sample a portion of Twitter network from the complete Twitter network, which is provided by Kwak et al. [11] . Then, we link the corresponding users together as crossing users with the aid of the provided Twitter usernames in the their Foursquare accounts via Foursquare API v1. Finally, we further use this Foursquare API to obtain the users and links within two-hop neighbors of these crossing users. The weight of each link in Twitter is inferred from [17] , 467 million tweets posted by 17 million users from June to December in 2009, using the frequency of tweets between each pair of users. In Foursquare, due to the lack of message dataset, we set the weights for each link to be 1. Furthermore, we associate users with various interests retrieved from the Klout API [1] (for those available in Klout), which measures the impact of users on various topics based on the content they created. Among all the interests available in Klout, we map more than 2500 of them, covering a wide range of topics. In our experiment, we evaluate our approaches using three popular tags, i.e., "iPhone", "travel" and "food" and report the average performance on these interest tags. (NS) . Due to the interdisciplinary nature of these research areas, many authors are identified in more than one of these networks, i.e., an author who has published papers in both fields of High Energy Theory and Network Science is a crossing user. To determine the research interests of users, we use Mendeley Web (for those available in Mendeley Web), an online research network on research papers and trends, to classify the research sub-areas. Consider the most popular 25 tags for documents in related areas via Mendeley API [2], such as community structure, solar cells, laser etc. The authors, according to their names, can be mapped to the detailed documents corresponding to these sub-areas. Our evaluation is averaged by the three above interests. The details of these two datasets are illustrated in Table 2 .
Performance of TSNL Approach: Interest-matching User Prediction: To measure the performance of interest-matching user prediction, given a set of interest-available users in each dataset, we select a subset of them as an input and assume that the rest of them don't have the interest profile available. Then, we apply our prediction approach and further compare our predicted result back with the ground truth, i.e., the given set of interest available users, using the metric of AUC score. In penalty function P , we set the large constant Ω P to be 10000 and the normalized parameter λ to be 0.7, based on the fraction of hub users among all users, by considering larger penalties of the incorrect prediction between followers. Figure 2 reports the average AUC scores of interest-matching prediction in the above two datasets respectively. As can be seen, the AUC scores of prediction using our approaches arise with the increase of interest-available users. Even when there are only 30% interest-available users, the AUC score using TSNL reaches 0.7 in both datasets while the prediction on single network is a little bit less in Twitter-Foursquare networks and even less than 0.5 in academic collaboration networks. When given more than 60% interest-available users, our prediction is accurate since the AUC score is only a little bit smaller than 0.9. This reveals both the effectiveness of our approach and the importance of "crossing users" in multiple social networks. The underlying reason is that our approach (coupling and prediction method) takes into account that a crossing user can retweet or mention their messages on Twitter from Foursquare. That is, the interest similarity between such user and all neighbors in both networks are well reflected in the penalty function.
Seed Identification: Using the predicted interest-matching users as above, we evaluate the seed identifications on the small-scale sampling networks first in terms of the size of seed users and true positive/negative influence rates (TPR /TFR), which is defined as, after d rounds, the rate that interest-matching users are influenced and other users are not influenced respectively. Given different percentages of interest-matching users, we test on 100 users sampled from TFMN and ACMN using the unbiased sampling approach [7] and evaluate the average performance of 100 samplings. In our experiments, we compare our TSNL approach with the following other solutions: MSIP-IP : the integral/optimal solution of equation (1) To solve the integer programming, we use a powerful matlab toolbox, YALMIP [14] . In addition, we set the large constant Ω I and μ in cost functions CT and CI to be 10000. As revealed in Figure 4 , most of the time our TSNL solution is very close to the optimal solutions of MSIP-IP (only at most 5% less than optimal) and even outperform the optimal Total-Single-IP. It implies that the existence of crossing users essentially helps to provide a more effective information diffusions by sharing their messages on multiple social networks. The interesting case is that they can even beat MSIP-IP sometimes, however, with the cost of lower TPR and TFR. The number of seed users and TPR/TNR are approaching optimal solution with the existence of more and more interest-matching users. Moreover, the integral so- Figure 4 , drops sharply with the increase of interestmatching users since the users who are not interested in the message cannot be successfully avoided when more users are required to be influenced. Figure 4 further reveals some interesting observations for different number of interest-matching users in larger sampling networks. The number of seed users almost keeps the same while the running time decreases rapidly and the TPR/TFR remain quite high after increasing the number of interest-matching users. This reveals the importance of interest-matching users again, i.e., the correct prediction of interest-matching users can not only target in the users to influence but also reduce the running time substantially.
